LETTERS
Managing surgical conflicts of interest
I read with interest the article on the potential conflicts of interest in surgeons’ selective
use of company manufactured medical devices.1 The article quotes a 2014 paper in BMC
Medical Ethics, where Johnson advocates for action to mitigate surgeon bias on a larger
scale that cannot be accomplished by disclosure alone.2
The desire to foster cultural change through education and institutional policy are
optimistic goals to aspire to, but these goals require tremendous time, effort and physician motivation and compliance. To get to the big changes in medical culture, it is
important to see disclosure in a positive light, rather than in a limited, negative one,
and be reminded of its benefit to all parties involved. In a recent paper, Sah and colleagues investigated the effect of physician disclosure of potential bias on patient trust
and treatment choice.3 In this randomized control study, they found that physicians
(including surgical specialists) who adopt an honest and deliberate approach in informing patients of potential bias and incentivized conflict of interest, and who encourage
seeking alternate consultations and second opinions, in fact, build patient trust and
compliance with their recommendation.
Rome wasn’t built in a day, but they were laying bricks every hour. The cornerstone
of managing surgical conflict of interest may be a shift in perspective of the cost–benefit
of disclosure.
Jasmine Z. Cheng
Medical student, University of British Columbia, Vancouver, BC
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